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The basic motive behind creating this case study is to prepare a document that will explain the huge success story of the business in terms of traffic, rankings and organic goal completions.

But before moving to case study, let’s explore more about the project:

➢ Paystub Makr is an online pay stub creator tool where one can create the pay stub easily as per the requirement to provide the proof of their income.

➢ The tool automatically calculates all the applicable taxes in US and provides you the correct check stubs within a fraction of time.

➢ The tool is paid.

➢ The most difficult part to deal while marketing with the same is having the negativity in the market around the fake paystubs.
PROJECT INITIATION:

➢ We took the project in our hands in **June 2017**.

➢ When we started with the project, it was a **brand-new website, yet to be launched** and client wanted us to provide inputs from the very starting including the market research, latest trends and competitor analysis to create a brand that can beat the already exposed similar tools.

➢ Following are the initial stats for the project:

  • Initially as the website was new, it had 0 traffic.
OUR VISION FOR THE PROJECT:

➢ To take the rankings to the first page of Google within 6 months.

➢ To have the relevant traffic on the website.

➢ To generate queries and sales for the business.

MAJOR STRATEGIES UNDERTAKEN FOR THE PROJECT:

➢ **Scholarship Campaigns:** As we have started from void and to beat the competitors, we need to have a strategy that no competitor has been performing. For this, we have chosen the scholarships. We started with scholarship campaigns and created this page on the website:  

This is a huge hit and we are still working on the same. Consider the following few of the links created by us from the strategy:

- [https://financialaid.calpoly.edu/_finaid/types_aid/scholarships-bulletinboard.htm](https://financialaid.calpoly.edu/_finaid/types_aid/scholarships-bulletinboard.htm)

As .edu is the most trusted domain and linking to the same can make your domain trustworthy and authenticated to Google.

- **Content Marketing**: The next big step is to indulge with Content Marketing. We have posted the good articles for the website across the web and following are few of the examples:

  - [https://securetechnologiesllc.net/4-essential-technologies-business-needs-grow/](https://securetechnologiesllc.net/4-essential-technologies-business-needs-grow/)
Blog Posts: The other major strategy we followed is to post fresh, unique and informative content in the website on regular basis. This highly helped website to rank in SERPs as we have used **long tail informative keyword** that were answering the queries asked by users and by replying to their questions, potential visitors have been converted into customers as well.

Blog: [http://paystubmakr.com/blog](http://paystubmakr.com/blog)

Profile Creations: This was the other strategy we followed for the project as listing your business and creating authenticating profiles are great to have backlinks and generate traffic. Following are few of the examples:

- [https://issuu.com/ronfox3](https://issuu.com/ronfox3)
- [http://beam.biz/profile/259002/Ronfox](http://beam.biz/profile/259002/Ronfox)
- [https://www.bloglovin.com/@ronfox10](https://www.bloglovin.com/@ronfox10)
- [https://disqus.com/by/disqus_kCwYVI0C8R/](https://disqus.com/by/disqus_kCwYVI0C8R/)
RESULTS & MILESTONES ACHieved

We are happy to announce a **100% improvement** in traffic, rankings and sales for the project. Please consider the following stats for the project:

- **SEMrush Graph:** Following is the all time SEMrush graph for the project and the Organic Traffic has been improving since last Sept till now.

The approximate organic traffic of the website has been raised to **9.2K from 0** since we have started working on the project.
Keywords: There are around **1300+ keywords** which are ranking organically for the project and around **300 keywords** are on 1st Page. Many of the keywords are ranking in **featured snippets**. Please consider the following snapshots:

- Keywords in featured snippets:
  - do car dealerships verify income
- how do banks verify income for auto loan

Banks, credit union, car dealers, and finance companies sometimes verify earnings when evaluating an auto loan application. Most lenders will cap the monthly payment for a car loan at 10 – 15% of monthly salary. However, there are 3 general guidelines determine whether they will validate the amount of money you make.

1. Pay Stub: Verifying Income And Employment For Auto Loan - Blog

- Can I go jail for fake check stubs

This can result in a misdemeanor and felony and can cost offenders incarceration and fines, not to mention it can put the business in jeopardy if it knowingly accepts these fake pay stubs.

1. Why Are Fake Pay Stubs Illegal? - Blog - Pay Stub Makr
https://paystubmaker.com/blog/why-fake-pay-stubs-are-illegal
➢ **Nov’18**: Consider the following snapshot of Overall Traffic for **Nov’18**

![Graph of Overall Traffic for Nov’18](image)

- **Last Quarter Traffic**: Following is the traffic scenario of last quarter i.e. for Sept’18 to Nov’18 and major traffic source for the website is **Organic**:

![Graph of Last Quarter Traffic](image)
➢ **Traffic Comparison:** Following is the comparison of traffic of last month i.e. May’18 and July’17 (when we have started working on the project)

![Traffic Comparison Table]

➢ **Goal Completions:** For Paystub Makr, we have applied goals on major 2 conversion steps:

- **1** is on thank you page visit i.e. [https://paystubmakr.com/support/contact-thank-you](https://paystubmakr.com/support/contact-thank-you) to see how many persons are filling contact us form to contact the business.
- **2** goal is implemented on Preview Button of [https://paystubmakr.com/instant-pay-stub-generator/](https://paystubmakr.com/instant-pay-stub-generator/) page to see how many persons are filling their information and clicking on the preview button.
• In the month of Nov’18, there are total **1,938 goal completions out of which 1,721 are through Google.**

➢ **Vision:** The project is running with us and the next target is to take the website to a level where we can have 15K+ traffic on the website on monthly basis.